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'Dreams'
 
'Dreams'Eyes are closed, darkness appeared colourful, The potrait is painted,
mind figured, Visions unvail my true colours, Ambitions despersed like rumours,
Enigma the words in me, I spring the issues of life, well known so long as the
light of life.
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'Fear'
 
'Fear'The seeds I planted are hurtful, The poison spreads successful,
Irresponsible is the water you pour, Exorcize, It's a grand subject called
Toxicology, Visual unit to obscession, The journey of pleasure, Th wanderings of
Odysseous, Spectors pavilion bear.
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''Love''
 
'Love'Iam a substance, I make up joy, without me the human race is lost, hear
and understand the excellent tongue I speak, Iam a ship of glory, I sailed the
seven seas, known in many languages, kept in the depest part of the ocean,
hidden in the heart of the sea.
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'Sister'
 
Sister, she's my lawyer, my legal 's nothing but my  cares, she 's my hero.Im
grateful, she's  Im filled with lonelyness, she's 's my blood, Impossible is possible
she stood, Bad intand to be good.
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'Wedding Snow'.
 
Flowers solace such in paradise,
Tiding and thrilling decorate the wedding,
The blessing of beauty truth an unending grace,
Sparrow whisper thoughts that flit an errow of romance,
Commitment foothill the journey of healing like ancient pont,
The wedding snow frames different answers,
Casual dance narrate native art,
The spoken language alike crying insects,
Grand gathering philosophic dance shaken rhythmically,
The mellow song flew onto the crowd,
Tears welled up in multitude's eyes,
A louring sky lore magic,
Affection anecdote left in sit in solemn silence,
The bride spread out briefly towards the wedding ring,
And breath deeply with an aura of happiness,
The matters of great moment unmasked a pleasant smell from her
breathe,
Rain And Sunshine motioned all above earth,
Suit of chain nosed through chats,
None averted their eyes from the wedding
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